THE BEST RAPPER ALIVE!!
INCLUDES THE NEW #1 SINGLE
"DA DA DA DA"

PARENTAL ADVISORY
EXPLICIT CONTENT
1. American Star feat. Shanell aka SNL
2. Prom Queen feat. Shanell aka SNL
3. Ground Zero
4. Da Da Da
5. Paradise
6. Get A Life
7. On Fire
8. Drop The World feat. Eminem
9. Running feat. Shanell aka SNL
10. One Way Trip feat. Kevin Rudolph
11. Knockout feat. Nicki Minaj
12. The Price Is Wrong


Money Publishing, Inc./Warner-Chappell Music (BMI), Marlina Music (BMI), Run The Streets (ASCAP), Prestige World Wide (ASCAP). Produced by Infamous & S


Mike Strange @ Effigy Studio’s, Detroit, MI. Mixed by Eminem, Luis Resto & Mike Strange @ Effigy Studio’s, Detroit, MI

FEAT. KEVIN RUDOLF (D. Carter, M. Rodriguez-Diaz, Kevin Rudolf) Young Money Publishing Inc./Warner-Chappell Music (BMI), Marlina Music (BMI), Germany Studio’s, NYC. Assisted by Jason Dale, Drums: Travis Barker


10. “ONE WAY TRIP” FEAT KEVIN RUDOLF (D.Carter, M. Rodriguez-Diaz, Kevin Rudolf) Young Money Publishing Inc./Warner-Chappell Music (BMI), Marlina Music (BMI), Germany Studio’s, NYC. Assisted by Jason Dale, Drums: Travis Barker


Logo Design: Scott Sandler for Mr. Scott Design, Inc. • Photography: Jonathan Mannion • Mastered by Vlado Meller at Universal Mastering Studios East, NYC • Assisted by Mark Santangelo • Executive Producers: Ronald “Slim Tha Don”
FBI Anti-Piracy Warning:
Unauthorized copying is punishable under federal law.